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Nancy B. Howard Term Expires 1991
SELECTMEN
(By Ballot)
Greg harszewski Term Expires 1991
Russel 1 Heinselman Term Expires 1992
Barbara Burckes Term Expires 1993
Rena J. Duncklee, Secretary
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
(By Ballot)
Cynthia A. Fottler Term Expires 1991
Robert J. deGuzman Term Expires 1992
Philip H. Winter Term Expires 1993
Rena J. Duncklee, Secretary
TOWN TREASURER
(By Ballot)
Sandra L. Fessenden Term Expires 1991
MODERATOR
(By Ballot)
Thomas I . Arnold, Jr Term Expires 199:
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
(By Ballot)
Marcia T. Farwell Term Expires 1991
ROAD AGENT
(By Ballot)
Clarence L. Farwel 1 Term Expires 1991
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FIRE ENGINEERS
(By Ballot)
George W. Farwell (Fire Chief) Term Expires 1991
Raymond Kecy Term Expires 1992
Paul Dougherty Term Expires 1993
RECREATION COMMISSION
(By Ballot)
Arthur C. Dyer Term Expires 1991
Yolanda Fronk Term Expires 1991
William Graham Term Expires 1992
Kathryn D. Pelletier Term Expires 1993
Stephen T. Jambard Term Expires 1993
FINANCE COMMITTEE
(By Ballot)
Michael J. Lynch Term Expires 1991
Arthur Belair Term Expires 1991
Nancy Brodeur Term Expires 1991
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
(By Ballot)
Louise Price Term Expires 1991
Eleanor Monius Term Expires 1992
Ellen deGuzman Term Expires 1993
SUPERVISORS OF CHECKLIST
(By Ballot)
Evalyn Maghakian Term Expires 1992
Susan Mitchell Term Expires 1994
Cynthia Fottler Term Expires 1996
AUDITORS
(By Ballot)
Frank Romanelli Term Expires 1991
Sue Maben (resigned) Term Expires 1991
Holly Moore (appointed) Term Expires 1991
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TOWN TRUSTEES
(By Ballot)
Clarence L. Farwell Term Expires 1991
Allan 0. Fessenden Term Expires 1992






Rich Napolitano Term Expires 1991
Allan 0. Fessenden (Chairman) Term Expires 1992
Joseph Kagenski Term Expires 1993
Barbara Burckes (Selectmen's Rep.) Term Expires 1993
Robert Sykes (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Michael Shelton (Alternate) Term Expires 1993
Steven Wilson (Alternate) Term Expires 1993
Greg Marszewski (Selectmen's Alt.) Term Expires 1991
Russ Heinselman (Selectmen's Alt.) Term Expires 1992
Sandra L. Fessenden, Secretary
BUILDING INSPECTOR
(Appointed by Selectmen)
Wesley N. Whittier Term Expires Oct. 19
SOUHEGAN REGIONAL LANDFILL DISTRICT
(Appointed by Selectmen)
William W. Duncklee Term Expires 1991
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
(Appointed by Selectmen)
Philip Gregoire Until Discharged
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BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(Appointed by Selectmen)
Philip Trasatti Term Expires 1991
George Foley Term Expires 1991
Marcia Farwel 1 Term Expires 1992
Joseph Kagenski Term Expires 1992
Margaret Hal 1 Term Expires 1993
Peter Cook (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Eric Ryherd (Alternate) Term Expires 1992
Ruth Mierzwa (Alternate) Term Expires 1993
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
(Appointed by Selectmen)
Libby Wehrle Term Expires 1991
Sidney Hal 1 Jr Term Expires 1992
William Graham Term Expires 1992
Miriam Jepson Term Expires 1993
Donna Caruso Term Expires 1993
John Osowski (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Peter Nickerson (Alternate) Term Expires 1991
Milner Wallace (Alternate) Term Expires 1992
David Anderson (Alternate) Term Expires 1993
SURVEYOR OF WOOD AND LUMBER
(At Meeting)
Clarence L. Farwel 1 Term Expires 1991
MEMORIAL DAY COMMITTEE
(At Meeting)
Philip Shattuck Term Expires 1991
Michael Chase Term Expires 1991
COMMITTEE ON PLANS FOR NEW CEMETERY
(At Meeting)
Richard Albertini Term Expires 1991
Erwin E. Corey Term Expires 1991
Clarence L. Farwell Term Expires 1991
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MELENDY POND AUTHORITY
(At Meeting)
Francis Laf reniere Term Expires 1991
Randolph Haight Term Expires 1992
Leonard Dunton Term Expires 1993
Russel 1 Haight Term Expires 1994
Peter Bennett Term Expires 1995
SEXTON
(At Meeting)
Clarence L. Farwell Term Expires 1991
TOWN HISTORY COMMITTEE
(At Meeting)
Charlotte Farwell Term Expires 1991
Miriam S. Jepson Term Expires 1991
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STATE OFFICIALS
CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION:
Senator, Warren Rudman , Manchester District Office






Bernard A. Streeter, Jr., Nashua
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT:
Betty B. Hall, Brookline
Greg Hanselman, New Ipswich
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TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 7:30 P.M.
TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1991
BUSINESS MEETING STARTS AT 7:30 P.M. ON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13, 1991
AT THE BROOKLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
To the inhabitants of the Town of Brookline in the County of
Hillsborough in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You sre hereby notified to meet at the Brookline Elementary School
in said Brookline on Tuesday, the twelfth (12th) day of March at
10:00 a.m. to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing
.
2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $590,300 for the renovation and expansion of the town hall
building, and to authorize the issuance of not more than $471,000
in bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the
Municipal Finance Act (Chapter 33 of the RSA ' S ) and to authorize
the selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to
determine the rate of interest thereon, and to authorize the
selectmen to apply for any federal, state or private funds that may
be available to reduce the amount of funding; furthermore to
authorize the withdrawal of $69,300 plus accrued interest to date
of withdrawal from the Expansion of Town Offices and Library
Capital Reserve Fund created for this purpose, with the balance to
be raised by taxes. (Recommended by the Finance Committee and Board
of Selectmen 6-0)
3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town chargSes for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same
.
4. To hear reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, and all
other Officers heretofore chosen, and pass any vote relative
thereto
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes in accordance
with RSA 33:7.
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6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the state,
federal or another government unit or a private source which
becomes available during the year in accordance with procedures set
forth in RSA 31:95b, provided that no additional Town monies be
spent
.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $50,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for
expansion of town offices and library, or take any action relative
thereto. (Recommended by the Finance Committee and Board of
Selectmen 6-0)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of *25,000 to be placed in a Fire Department Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund, or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by
the Finance Committee and Board of Selectmen 6-0)
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $10,000 to be placed in a capital reserve fund for a police
cruiser, or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended by the
Finance Committee and Board of Selectmen 6-0)
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $15,000 for the widening of Scabbard Mill Brook Bridge on
North Mason Road, or take any action relative thereto. (Recommended
by the Finance Committee and Board of Selectmen 6-0)
11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the following roads
contingent on all outstanding fees being paid by the developer and
a maintenance bond being in place in the amount of 10'/. of the total
cost for the road, and that final acceptance has been approved by
the Planning Board, Road Inspector, Road Agent, and Board of
Sel ec tmen
.
Mountain Road, from sta. 0+00 to 25+00 (Mountain Road
Estates subdivision)
Maxwell Drive (Jeffrey Ela subdivision)
12. To see if the Town will vote to eliminate all charges to
users of the Brookline Ambulance Service, or take any action
relative thereto. (By petition)
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13. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to accept
private donations of land, interest in land or money for the
purposes of contributing to the local matching portion required for
acquiring conservation land or interest in land and other costs
associated therewith for permanent conservation use under the N.H.
Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP) RSA 221-A, and
authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching
funds under the LCIP for the purposes of acquisition of the fee on
lesser interest in conservation land, or take any action relative
thereto. Said appropriated funds and state matching funds may be
expended by majority vote of the Conservation Commission with the
approval of the Selectmen.
14. This measure would memorialize Congress to propose a
constitutional amendment, for ratification by the states, which
would specify that the Congress and the states shall have the power
to prohibit the physical desecration of the American Flag.
WHEREAS, Although the right of free expression is part of the
foundation of the United States Constitution, very carefully drawn
limits on expression in specific instances have long been
recognized as legitimate means of maintaining public safety and
decency, as well as orderliness and productive value of public
debate; and
WHEREAS, Certain actions, although arguably related to one person's
free expression, nevertheless raise issues concerning public
decency, public peace, and the rights of expression and sacred
values of others; and
WHEREAS, There are symbols of our national soul such as the
Washington Monument, the United States Capitol Building, and
memorials to our greatest leaders, which are the property of every
American and are therefore worthy of protection from desecration
and dishonor; and
WHEREAS, The American Flag to this day is a most honorable and
worthy banner of a nation which is thankful for its strengths and
committed to curing its faults, and remains the destination of
millions of immigrants attracted by the universal power of the
American ideal; and
WHEREAS, The law as interpreted by the United States Supreme Court
no longer accords to the Stars and Stripes that reverence, respect,
and dignity befitting the banner of that most noble experiment of
a nation-state; and
WHEREAS, It is only fitting that people everywhere should lend
their voices to a forceful call for restoration to the Stars and
Stripes of a proper station under law and decency; now, therefore,
be it
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RESOLVED, That the citizens of the Town of Brookline, New Hampshire
respectfully memorializes the Congress of the United States to
propose an amendment of the United States Constitution, for the
ratification by the states. Specifying that Congress and the states
shall have the power to prohibit the physical desecration of the
flag of the United States and be it further
RESOLVED, That copies of this resolution be transmitted to the
Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, the President of the
U.S. Senate and all members of the congressional delegation from
the State of New Hampshire. (By Petition)
15. To see if the Town will accept the following legacies:
1. The sum of One Hundred Dollars to be used for the
perpetual care of the Norman and Helen Garceau lot #SF-8.
2. The sum of Two Hundred Dollars to be used for the
perpetual care of the Harry S. Corey lot #219.
3. The sum of Two Hundred Dollars to be used for the
perpetual care of the Nason W. Fessenden lot #212.
16. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the adoption of an
amendment to Article VIII, Number 11, Definitions of the Brookline
Zoning and Land Use Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board by
deleting the existing Article VIII, Number 11, Frontage and
replacing it with the following: "Frontage - That continuous
portion of a lot line bordering on a highway, street, or right-of-
way of class five or better, from which access is taken."
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
Given under our hands and seal this eleventh day of February, in










It is our practice to recess at 11:00 p.m., however, we will
continue if it appears that the meeting will not extend beyond
12:00.
If the meeting recesses at 11:00 p.m., the meeting will reconvene
Thursday, March 14, 1991 at 7:30 p.m.
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Summary Inventory of VaJuation 1990
VALUE OK LAND ONLY
Current Uiie (at current use values) A14,437
Residential 7 4,650, /50
ComfTierc la 1 / 1 rtdus tr lal...... 5,115, 300
Total of Taxable Land 1-80,180,40/
VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY
Residential 84,802, 100
Manuf ac tured Housing ,., ..., 574 , 700
Commerciial / Industrial , . . . .6,491 ,960
lotal of Taxable Buildings.,.. . - *9 1 ,868 , 760
Publ ic Util ities , . . , .1 , 165,800
Val nation Before Exemptions: ....*! 73,215,047
Blind Exemption (1) 15,000
Elderly Exemption (II) 660,000 675,000
Net Valuation on Which lax Rate is Computed *172, 540,047
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use: 7,538.9
Total Number of Acres Taken Out of Current Use
During Year: 96
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS - 1990
Town officers ' salaries $9 , 050
Town officers' expenses $78,750
Election and Registration expeness $480
Cemeteries $3 , 000
General Government Buildings $38,645
Reappraisal of property $2, 150
Planning and Zoning $24 , 300
Legal Expenses $12 , 000
Advertising and Regional Association.... $1,514
Architect, Art. 10 $5,000
Legal, Art. 11 $15,000
Police Department $131 , 100
Fire Department $22 , 080
Communication Center $21,447
Town Maintenance $113 , 000
General Hgw. Dept . Expenses $400
Street Lighting $4 , 600
Sargent Rd . , Art . 12 $5,000
Solid Waste Disposal $188 , 650




General Assistance $2 , 000
Library $22 , 629
Parks and Recreation $5,750
Conservation Commission $800
Expan. of town offices & library, Art. 9 $20,000
Retirement and Medicare $9,220
Insurance $49 , 985
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $846 , 274
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Less
;
tstimate?d Re?venue and Credits:
Yield Taxes 6 , OOO
Interest and Penal ties on Taxes .30,000
Land Use Change Tax 100,000
Shared Revenue Block Grant 25,708
Highway Block Grant - .34,384
Reimb. Road Tol 1 750
Reimb. Forest Fires lOO
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees.... 200,000
Dog Licenses. 2,000
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 12
Buj Iding Permit Fees 6,000
Income 1 rom Departments 28 , OOO
Rent of Town Property 300
1 n terest on Deposi ts 60 , 000
Sale of Town Property 75
Total Revenues and Credits *493,329
Net Town Appropriations 352,945
Net School Tax Assessment 2,479,118
t;ounty Tax Assessment 245, 579
Total of Town, School and County 3,077,642
ULDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 48,328
ADD War Service Credits 15, OOO
ADD Overlay 75,210
Property Taxes To Be Raised *3, 119,524
Tax Rate for 1990 *IB,0G per thousand
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT 1990
This year we saw a number of changes in the Town's employee roster.
In July, Louis Nadreau was promoted to police chief to fill the
position vacated when Donald Shattuck resigned to pursue a career
as a private investigator in Florida.
In September, Louis Ennor was promoted to Transfer Station Super-
visor to replace Oliver Bois who resigned. At this time, John
Austin was also promoted from a temporary to a permanent position
as Transfer Station Attendant.
In October, Wesley Whittier was appointed Ambulance Service
Director and Building Inspector to fill the positions vacated when
W. Bart Hunter was dismissed in August. Maryann McKee served as
a daytime ambulance attendant and Warren Welch as the Building
Inspector during the search process.
A number of projects were completed to improve the efficiency and
serviceability of the Town Hall. Thermopane windows were installed
in the second floor windows to complete a two-year weatheri zation
project. The parking area by the library was paved and curbing
was installed to control vehicular parking in that parking ares.
The office area occupied by the Police Department in the Town Hall
basement was expanded to more adequately meet their needs. A wash
well was installed to replace the contaminated dug well servicing
the Town Hall and Fire Department.
The computerization of the Town departments continued with in-
stallation of a system to record tax collection and voter regis-
tration. The Town office computers were expanded to handle general
ledger and check writing tasks.
The Brookline Veteran's Memorial donated by Eddy Whitcomb and
sculpted by John Weidman was dedicated November 11, 1990, to honor
town residents serving during the Korean and Vietnam wars. The
memorial is situated on the Bond Street lawn of the Town Hall
grounds
.
The Town's voluntary recycling program is working well and has
contributed significantly to stabilizing the cost of operating the
transfer station. All townspeople participating are commended.
Those not recycling are urged to join in. Remember the three R's:
reduce, reuse, and recycle - they will continue to control transfer
station costs and contribute to saving our Town and area
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BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS
In Hands of Treasurer
Checking Account $548,913.06
Certificate of Deposit $100,000,00
Con. Comm. Land Acquisition Acc't. $21,006.10







(Excess of liabilities over assets) $11,468.03
GRAND TOTAL $1,253,868.82
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LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by the Town
Vital Statistics $79.00
New Wash Well $1,300.00
Unexpended Balances of
Special Appropriations:
Reval., 1988, Art. 6 $3,580.13
Town Bx-idgea. 1965, Art. 12 $5,368.72
Road Improve., 1985, Art. 12
& 1987, Art. 12 $24,508.00
Legal, 1990, Art. 11 $11,089.50
Con. Comm. Land Acquisition Fund $21,006,10
Con. Comm, Forestry Management Fund $2,977.78
Off- Site Improvements-Peterson $3,552.30
$1,379.00
$72,082.53
Due to other Funds
Con. Comm. Land Acquisition Fund $15,888.29
School District Taxes Payable $1,164,519.00
GRAND TOTAL $1,253,868.82
Fund Balance-Current Deficit
(Excess of liabilities over assets) ($11,468.03)
Change in Financial Condition:
Fund Balance - December 31, 1989 $6,160.85
Fund Balance - December 31, 1990 ($11,468.03)
Net reduction in Fund Balance $17,6 28.
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1990
DESCRIPTION VALUE




Highway Dept . , Lands & Buildings, Eqpt
Parks, Commons & Playgrounds
Schools, Lands & Buildings, Eqpt.
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TOWN MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 13, 14, 1990
The meeting was opened at 10:00 AM on March 13 by Moderator Thomas I.
Arnold, Jr. The ballot clerks were sworn in and the ballots
distributed. The warrant was read by Moderator Arnold, and the polls
were opened under Article I.
Polls closed at 7:30 PM,
at 7:30 PM.
The business meeting opened on March 14, 1990
Total names on checklist 1,420
Total ballots cast 366
Absentee voters 12
Article I. Results of balloting as follows, with various
write-ins omitted.
For Town Clerk/Tax Collector
For Selectman- 3 years
For Selectman- 2 years
For Selectman- 1 year
For Assessor- 3 years
For Town Treasurer
For Moderator- 2 years
For Overseer of Public Welfare
For Road Agent
For Fire Engineer- 3 years
For Recreation Commission- S years
(vote for 2)
For Recreation Commission- 1 year
For Supervisor of the Checklist-
6 years
For Finance Committee (3)
For Town Auditors (2)
For
For
Town Trustee- 3 years
Library Trustee- 3 years
Nancy B.
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Town Meeting Minutes
March 1990 Page 2
ARTICLE II. Motion William Dunbar, 2nd Allan Fessenden, to raise
and appropriate the sum of *810,474. to defray Town charges. Noted
that the increase over the printed budget is due to a *2,feOO.
increase in Workman's Comp., and a $350. increase in the copier
maintenance agreement. On motion by Patricia Malenfant, 2nd Paul
Koning, we voted to go through the budget by line item. HAND VOTE
AYE. On motion by Donald Malenfant, 2nd Richard Albertini, we
voted to reduce the Town office salaries to a 5"/. increase, thus
reducing $1,100. HAND VOTE AYE. Motion Betty Hall to reduce the
total police budget by 5*/.. UNSUPPORTED. Motion Clarence Farwell,
2nd Betty Hall to reduce the Sanitation budget by SB, 100. under
Water Quality Monitoring. HAND VOTE AYE. Motion Nancy Brodeur,
2nd Betty Hall, to reduce the budget by an additional S20,800.
HAND VOTE NAY. We raised the sum of $801,274. to defray Town
charges. HAND VOTE AYE.
ARTICLE III. Motion Allan Fessenden , 2nd William Duncklee, we
voted to accept reports as printed in the Town Report, with a
correction on Page 31, Selectmen's Report. ($9,300. was omitted in
list of reductions). HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
ARTICLE IV. Motion Miriam Jepson , 2nd Paula Welch. We voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes in accordance with RSA 33:7. HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT
ARTICLE V. Motion Ture Heline, 2nd Miriam Jepson. We voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend
money acquired in accordance with RSA 31:95b, provided that no
additional Town monies be spent. HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
ARTICLE VI. Motion Betty Hall, 2nd Louise Price. We voted to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept private donations of
land, interest in land or money for the purposes of contributing
to the local matching portion required for acquiring Conservation
land, or interest in land and other costs associated therewith for
permanent Conservation use under the N.H. Land Conservation
Investment Program (LCIP), and authorize the Selectmen to apply
for and accept the State matching funds under the LCIP for the
purposes of acquisition of the fee on lesser interest in
Conservation land. HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
ARTICLE VII. Motion Geraldine Phillips, 2nd Miriam Jepson. We
voted to accept the following legacies:
1. The sum of Two Hundred Dollars to be used for the
perpetual care of the Wilfred Soucy Lot #282.
2. The sum of One Hundred Dollars to be used for the
perpetual care of the Reed Wilson Lot t»SF-3.
HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
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Town Meeting Minutes
March 1990 Page 3
ARTICLE VIII. Motion Sharyn Albertini, 2ncl Miriam Jepson. We
voted to designate and proclaim April 22, 1990 as Earth Day 1990,
and to set aside that day for public activities promoting
preservation of the Global Environment and launching the "Decade
of the Environment". HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
ARTICLE IX. Motion Allan Fessenden , 2nd William Duncklee. We
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of S20,000. to be placed in
the Capital Reserve Fund for expansion of town offices and library.
HAND VOTE AYE-85 NAY-31
.
ARTICLE X. Motion Allan Fessenden, 2nd Geraldine Phillips. We
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of *5,000. to hire an
architect to work with the existing Space Needs Committee to
address the physical plant needs of the town offices, police
department, and library; the results and a proposal to be presented
to the 1991 March Town Meeting. HAND VOTE AYE.
ARTICLE XI. Motion William Dunbar, 2nd Brendan Denehy . We voted
to raise and appropriate the sum of 515,000. for additional legal
expenses that may be incurred by the Town. HAND VOTE AYE.
ARTICLE XII. Motion Allan Fessenden, 2nd William Dunbar. We
voted to raise and appropriate the sum of «5,000. for improvements
to the intersection of Sargent Road and Route 130. HAND VOTE AYE.
ARTICLE XIII. Motion William Dunbar, 2nd Barbara Burckes. To
raise and appropriate the sum of 532,400. to purchase the Clara
Bent Connolly property at 6 Main Street (Map «F-141) and authorize
the Selectmen to carry out the terms of a Purchase and Sales
Agreement dated February 5, 1990. AMD. Clarence Farwell, 2nd
Richard Albertini, that the Conservation Commission voluntarily
decline to accept $32,400. of Current Use Release funds from the
Town. AMD DEFEATED- HAND VOTE NAY. MOTION DEFEATED- HAND VOTE NAY.
ARTICLE XIV. Motion William Dunbar, 2nd Patricia Malenfant. We
voted to accept the following roads contingent on all outstanding
fees being paid by the developer and a maintenance bond being in
place in the amount of 10"/. of the total cost of the road, and that
final acceptance has been approved by the Planning Board, Road
Inspector, Road Agent, and the Board of Selectmen. Term for the
maintenance bond shall be one year after final acceptance:
Shattuck Lane (Oak Hill Estates subdivision).
Birch Hill Road (Birch Hill Estates subdivision).
Hillside Drive (Wallace Brook Estates II).
Captain Douglass Dr. (Martin & Lawrence Ruggiero subdivision)
.
AMD. William Dunbar, 2nd Rena Duncklee, to clarify the following:
Birch Hill Road (Thomas & Ruth Moran subdivision)- from Sta.
0+0 to Sta. 13+00.
Hillside Drive (Wallace Brookline Estates II)- from Sta. 0+0
to Sta. 3+00. AMD.- HAND VOTE AYE. AMD. MOTION- HAND VOTE AYE.
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ToMD Meeting Minutes
March 1990 Page 4
ARTICLE XV. Motion Russell Heinselman, 2nd William Dunbar. We
voted to accept the following roads. Final acceptance has been
approved by the Planning Board, Road Inspector, Road Agent, and
Board of Selectmen:
Conneck Road (McHowrey Associates subdivision).
Mcintosh Road (McHowrey Associates subdivision).
HAND VOTE AYE WITHOUT DISSENT.
ARTICLE XVI. Motion Russell Heinselman, 2nd Allan Fessenden. We
voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to execute any and all
documents necessary to convey to Terence A. & Beatrice O. Denehy
property shown as "A" on a plan of land drawn 5/4/89 for New
England Telephone & Telegraph Co. entitled "Easement on land of
Terence A. & Beatrice 0. Denehy, Tax Map E, Parcel 85"; in return
for which the Town will receive a deed from the Denehys for area
"B" as shown on the same plan. HAND VOTE AYE.
ARTICLE XVI-A. Motion Barbara Burckes, 2nd Russell Heinselman. To
see if the Town will adopt the following Ordinance:
1. Pursuant to the authority of RSA 31:39 I (f) (general
powers) and RSA 149-M:13 II (solid waste management
powers) the Town of Brookline hereby adopts recycling as
an essential component of its waste management program.
2. All recyclable materials brought to the town transfer
station shall be prepared and handled for recycling as
specified by the Souhegan Regional Landfill District
(SRLD)
.
3. Any material to be deposited at the town transfer
station shall be subject to inspection by the attendants
at the station before being accepted.
4. The contents of opaque trash containers larger than
six gallons must be displayed for inspection by a station
a ttendan t
.
5. Pursuant to the authority of RSA 31:39 (III) it is
hereby resolved that any violation of this regulation
shall be punishable by a fine not to exceed $250.00 for
the first offense, $500.00 for the second offense or
$1,000.00 for any subsequent offense and said monies
shall be paid directly to the Town of Brookline to be
added to the general treasury funds.
HAND VOTE NAY.
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Town Meeting Minutes
March 1990 Page 5
ARTICLE XVII. (By Ballot) Shall we adopt optional adjusted elderly
exemptions from property tax? The optional exemptions, based on
assessed value, for qualified taxpayers shall be as follows: for
a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $40,000.; for a person 75
years of age up to 80 years, *60 , 000 . ; for a person 80 years of
age or older, $80,000. To qualify, the person must have been a
New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the real estate
individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his
spouse, they must have been married for at least 5 years. In
addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000.
or, if married, a combined net income of less than $12,000.; and
own net assets of less than $50,000. excluding the value of the
person's residence. (Recommended by the Finance Committee and
Board of Selectmen, 6-0) (Submitted by the Board of Assessors).
YES VOTE 302 NO VOTE 39
ARTICLE XVIII. (By Ballot) Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
72:28, V and VI for an optional veteran ' s exemption and an expanded
qualifying war service for veterans seeking the exemption^ The
optional veterans' exemption is $100., rather than
$50. . (Recommended by the Finance Committee and Board of Selectmen,
6-0 ) ( Submi tted by the Board of Assessors).
YES VOTE 287 NO VOTE 52
ARTICLE XIX. (By Ballot) Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA
72:35, IV for an optional property tax exemption of residential
property for a service-connected total disability"^ The optional
disability exemption is $1,400., rather than $700.. (Recommended
by the Finance Committee and Board of Selectmen, 6-0 )( Submi tted by
the Board of Assessors).
YES VOTE 291 NO VOTE 48
ARTICLE XX. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board to delete current
Article ix, Earth Removal, from the Zoning Ordinance; and replace
with new Article IX, Earth Removal, which establishes the criteria
for the Zoning Board of Adjustment to allow special exceptions for
excavations? (Recommended by the Planning Board).
YES VOTE 216 NO VOTE 126
ARTICLE XXI. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board to delete former
Article XIII of the Zoning Ordinance, titled Residential
Construction; current Article XIII, titled Wetlands Conservation
District to remain the same"' (Former Article XIII was declared by
town counsel to be unenforceable and illegal) (Recommended by the
Planning Board).
YES VOTE 262 NO VOTE 71
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Town Meeting Minutes
March 1990 Page 6
ARTICLE XXII. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board to formally adopt
the BOCA, CABO, and Electrical Codes? (Recommended by the Planning
Board ) .
YES VOTE 243 NO VOTE 77
ARTICLE XXIII. (By Ballot) Are you in favor of the adoption of
Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board to delete Article
11 of the Building Code and replace with a new Section at the end
of Article X of the Zoning Ordinance, Lot of Record, titled Non-
conforming Lots, Exceptions to the Requirements for a Variance?
(Recommended by the Planning Board).
YES VOTE 220 NO VOTE 88
Motion Geraldine Philips, 2nd Tim Nightingale. We voted to adjourn
at 10:24 PM
.
TOTAL MONIES RAISED: *846,274.00
A true copy attest:
Nancy B. Howard
Town Clerk




Summary of Tax Accounts
il Year Ended December 31, 1939
Page 1/4
- (June 30, 1990)
City/Town of : Brookline
DR.
Uncollected Tajces - Beginning
of Fiscal Year; (1 )
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
















Taxes Committed to Collector;
Property Taxes * hl^l'}2^iP±
Resident Taxes
^!ational Bank Stock














a/c Property Taxes. . .
.
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Tax Collector's Report
Form MS 61 Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1 989
Page 2/4
- CJune 30, 1990>
City/Town of: Brgokline,
CR.





National Bank Stock . .
.
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TAX COLLECTOR'S PEPORT
P0W4 MS-61 Sunrnary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts Page 3/4
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990 - (June 30, 1991)
City/Town of: Brookline
DR.
. . .Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1989 1988 Prior
Balance of Unredeened Taxes
of Fiscal Year : $45.493.78 $ 5369.50
Taxes Sold/Executed To Town
During Fiscal Year: $ 171,960.72 .00 -00
Subsequent Taxes Pciid:
Interest Collected After 3.136.74 5,157.38 1 ,763.58
Sale/Lien Execution:
Redemption Cost: 1,828.50 1,052.50 164.00




Redemptions $ 81,598.20 $ 28,380.04 $ 5,369.50
Interest and Cost
after Sale 4,965.24 6,209.88 1,927.58
Abatenents During Year 1 ,108.94 987.81 .00
Deeded to Town During Year j_00 .00 .00
Unredeened Taxes End of Year 89,253.58 16,125.93 -00
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash .00 .00 .00
Total Credits $=i2Mi^^ $ 51.^03.66 $ ^>297.08
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
January 1, 1990 - December 31, 1990
FILING FEES
Town Officers' Filing Fees $12.00
Total Paid to Treasurer $12.00
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS
M.V. Permit Fees $210,418.00
Total Paid to Treasurer $210,418.00
DOG LICENSES




Total Paid to Treasurer $2,553.00
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BROOKLINE AMBULANCE





Cardiac/ Stroke 1 1
Drug/Alcohol Related 4
Fire Standby 1
Home Illness /Injury 10
Medical Transfers 3




The Brookline Ambulance continues to serve the Town successfully
with two paid daytime attendants and eight volunteer attendants who
cover nights, weekends and holidays. Presently the daytime attendants
are both qualified as National Registered EMT's; there are three
Registered EMT's and five Advanced First Aiders as volunteer attendants.
All attendants are CPR qualified and hold New Hampshire Ambulance
Attendant Licenses.
The 1 987 Braun ambulance has proven to be very dependable and
versatile in providing primary basic life support to this community.
Additional equipment has been added and further training of the
attendants continues with monthly training sessions. Some attendants
participated in the plane crash disaster drill in Hollis last fall.
Other attendants have attended continuing education programs on their
own time to further their medical skills.
The Volunteer Service is interested in talking with any Brookline
resident who would be interested in joining the Service. If you have
a basic interest in helping your community, we can provide the necessary
medical training and encouragement for certification as a New Hampshire
ambulance attendant. To learn more about this opportunity, please call
the Ambulance Director anytime at (603) 672-6216.
The Service looks forward to another rewarding year. We thank
the Town officials who have cooperated with us during the past year.
We especially appreciate those townspeople who have made extra efforts
to support us through donations of time, money and materials.
Wesley N. Whittier
Ambulance Director
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BROOKLINS LIBRARY TRUSTEES
1990 ANNUAL REPORT
The numbpr of registered patrons continues to grow, and the
library continues to expand its services to the town under the
capable direction of Librarian Glaudette Gill and Assistant
Librarian Claire Ilallev who was welcomed to the staff after the
resignation of Ann Sykes. Brookline is indeed fortunate to have
the services of Glaudette and Claire and the volunteers who help
in running the library smoothly and efficiently. We are also
fortunate to have so many people who donate money, books and other
materials. To all of them we express our sincere thanks.
We are anticipating another busy and eventful year and are
particularly interested in the outcome of the Town Hall Space
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BROOKLINE PUBLIC LIBRARY
BOND STREET











Professional Dues and Pees
Mileage
Education























Balance on hand, January 1, 1990
Trust Fund Income
Interest













Special Account - Brookline Friends of the Library Fund
Balance on hand, January 1, 1990 $ 3,385.60
Receipts $1,375-00
Interest 191.50
Balance on hand, December 3I, 1990
1,566.50
$ U, 952. 10
^..../r /,
Louise C. Price, Treasurer
Board of Library Trustees
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BROOKLINE PUBLIC LIBRARY
STATISTICS 1990
Number of registered patrons 967
Books Purchased
Adult
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
FOR THE YEAR OF 1990
Looking back, I would certainly have to say that from my perspective,
1990 certainly was not a boring year. During 1990 Don Valente left the
department and Chief Shattuck left for warm sunny Florida. For full-time
employees, that left me! I would like to express my sincere thanks to all
of my part-time officers for their self-less dedication to the department
during this transition period. It would have been impossible without you. I
was promoted to Chief of Police in July and James Crocker and Brian
McCarthy were promoted to full-time status shortly thereafter. Both of
these men had been part-time officers with the department for about two
years prior to their promotion. I feel that I was extremely fortunate to
have these two people already employed by the department. This fact alone
saved me many hours of interviews and tests. Both men now have to attend
the Police Standards and Training Academy in Concord for a period of ten
weeks. This is an overnight academy very similar to military boot camp.
Upon the completion of this they will be full-time certified by the State
of New Hampshire. I wish them all the best as they begin their careers in
Law Enforcement.
After a period of several years of looking for more space for the
department it came to be in September. Although we will still be needing
more room in the future, this has certainly made our present task a lot
easier. Many thanks to the Board of Selectmen for their support in this
endeavor.
As we are all aware, the economic picture at present and for the
immediate future is quite dim. The last few months of 1990 showed a marked
increase in crimes against property, such as thefts and burglaries. Every-
one should be extra cautious and more aware of people and events in their
neighborhood which seem out of the ordinary. Your observations and involve-
ment could prove vital in identifying and apprehending people committing
these crimes. It was this type of involvement which allowed us to solve
five of last years burglaries and arrest the guilty parties.
In closing, I just want to thank the Board of Selectmen for their
confidence and support in my appointment as chief and for their continued
support thereafter. I would appreciate any and all ideas or suggestions
that might make this department more sensitive or responsive to the needs
of any of our citizens.





















Driving After Suspension. .. 21
Driving While Intoxicated. . 14













Fire Department Assists... 24
Juvenile Complaints 38
Lost or Found Property ... .42
Misc. Police Service 245
Medical Assists 23
Mutual Aid Requests 155
Neighbor Disputes 5
Noise Complaints 61
Rec. Veh. Complaints 10










Motor Vehicle Complaints .. 51
Motorists Assists 46
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PLANNING BOARD STATISTICS
1990
Non-residential Site Plans Approved 7
Non-residential Site Plans Disapproved
Subdivisions Approved 4
Subdivisions Disapproved
New Lots Created 17
Lot Line Adjustments Approved 3
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MELENDY POND AUTHORITY













3 6 . Oil
4,344 . 40
Cash on Hand - December 31, 1990 27,911.05
The assessed valuation of buildings on the Melendy Pond
Authority for 1990 was $918,100 with an anticipated
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AUDITOR'S REPORT
We ars in the final stages of completing the audit for 1990.
As of 2/4/91 there has been noted a minor discrepancy in the
accounts of the Trustees of Trust Funds which is currently being
reviewed. No other discrepancies have been noted.
Hoi ly Moore
Frank Romanelli










Additions & Alterations ( Residential )
.
New Commercial Buildings

























TOTAL REVENUE RECEIVED $7,221.11
Total Permits Issued.. 106
In October, after a public hearing, some of the permit fees
were increased to reflect the number of inspections required for
the type of project.
After November 18, 1990, the Building Inspector began reviewing
all spectic system designs prior to submittal to the State. This
ensures that all plans meet the Town of Brookline Wetlands Ordinance
as amended in March 1987.
The Driveway Permit process has now come within the juristiction
of the Building Inspector who coordinates with the Road Agent for
appropriate location and proper construction.
The Building Inspector's office is open daily from 8:00 to 9:00 am
for review of building plans and accepting permit applications.
Appointments may be scheduled for other times for inspections and
plan review. The office phone number is (603) 673-8925 which is
answered up until 2:00 pm Monday through Friday.
Wesley N. Whittier
Building Inspector







R P R I AT 1 N $72, 000. 00
EXPENDrrURES
PATCHING












UNTHAW I NG CU L VE R TS
EQUIP. ?.: LABOR
GRAVELING S< GRADING













THOMAS F, MORAN INC. SARGENT ROAD
STATE OF N.H. -
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SEALING
N.H. BITUMINOUS - ASF"'HALT
SHIMMING
EQUIP, i'. LABOR















BUDG E T A F P R P R I A 7 It:) N
EXPENDITURES
TOWN OF MILFORD - BALL HILL
C.L. FARWELL- EQUIP. S< TRUCKS
250.00
16,1 42 . 50
* 1 C) , CiOO . 00
rOTAL EXPENDITURES IS, 392.50
SANDING
BUDGET' A P PROP R I AT I ON
EXPENDITURES

















GRANITE STATE CONCRETE - CRUSHED GRAVEL
BROX, INC. - HOT TOP
EQUIP. Z< LABOR
7 1 . S
676. C
6, 66'
$ 2, 160. 00
$ 7,500.00
;"u lAL EXPENDITURES * 7,412.35




C.L. FARWELL- EQUIP. & LABOR
* 1 , 30u . 00
























T.F. MDRAN INC. - 307.74
C.L. FARWELL - EQUIP ?< LABOR 2,529.50
GRANITE STATE CONCRETE
CRUSHED GRAVEL





1 . 1 90 . 00
611.08
TOTAL EXPENDITURES *4, 999.68
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BRIDGE IMPRDVEMENTB
ARTICLE 8 -- 198G
MDM I EC-5 AVA 1 L ABL E . 24 , 205 . 54
EXPENDITURES
SPAULDINB BROOK BRIDGE NORTH MASDN ROAD
TOWN OF BROOKLINE'S SHARE 13,836,82
BALANCE AVAILABLE *5,3bS.7:
NON-PARTICIPATING
ERECTION OF TEMPORARY BRIDGE 11, £74. 71
RENTAL OF TEMPORATY BRIDGE CS/l/BG TO 1,833.33
b/30/SS:i
PAVEMENT MARKING !- SIGNING 213.33
TOTAL NON-PARTICIPATING *13,726.43
TOWN SHARE (;i/3:i 4,575.48
STATE SHARE (:2/3:i 9,150.95
PARTICIPATING
PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING 4b, 556. 16
CONTRACT ITEM TOTAL 358,573.30
CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING 50,765.76
RENTAL OF TEMPORARY BRIDGE (7/1/88 TO
5/31/89:) 916.67
REMOVAL OF TEMPORARY BRIDGE 2,366.65
RIGHT-OF-WAY 8,755.44
ADDITIVES 7,563.00
TOTAL PARTICIPATING * 475,496.98
LESS FEDERAL AID 380,397.58
STATE/TOWN BALANCE 95,099.40
STATE SHARE (:2/3:) 63,399.60
TOWN SHARE tl/S) 31,699.80
TOTAL TOWN SHARE 36,275.28
PAID BY TOWN IN 1939 17,438.46
PAID BY TOWN IN 1990 18,836.82
CLARENCE L. FARWELL
ROAD AGENT
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BROOKLINE VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Brookline, New Hampshire 03033
REPORT OF THE FIRE ENGINEERS
The Brookline Fire Department responded to 69 calls for
the year of 1990.
BREAKDOWN OF CALLS AS FOLLOWS'.
2 Structure fires
9 Chimney fires
6 Fire alarm activations




33 Other calls consisting of gas leaks^ smoke investigation^
dump calls_, electrical fires etc.
The number of calls are up slightly over last year, but
actual fire calls are down.
The New Fire Truck, 5 engine 3 that was delivered in november
1989 has been fully equipped and is now being used as a first
line attack truck as well as a tanker.
Most Insurance companies offer a better rate for Fire insurance
on property in small towns if the local Fire department can
respond initially with 1500 gals, of water or more.
Brookline can now respond with 4500 gals, of water in its
initial attack. We respond with 1000 gals, of water on each
5 El ^ 5 E2jand 2500 gals of water on 5 E3
.
Xhe original fire station roof was reshingled
with 30 year warranteed shingles in September 1990.
Board of Fire Engineers
George W. Farwell Chief
Raymond Kecy
Paul Dougherty
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT of RESOURCES and ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION OF FORESTS AND LANDS
172 Pembroke Road PC. Box «56 Conraid. New Hjmp^hiiv o:«(ii




REPORT OF TOVm FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RAMGER
603-271-2214
FAX: 603-271-2029
During Calendar Year 1990. the State of New Hampshire experienced an average number
of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires were fires kindled
without a fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden, permit fires that escaped control
and rekindled fires. All of these fires are preventable, but ONLY with your help.
Please help your town and state forest fire officiale with forest fire prevention.
New Hampshire State Law (RSA 224i27 II) requires that, "No person, firm or
corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or bum or cause to be
burned any material in the open, except when the ground is covered with snow,
without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden of th«
town whare the burning is to be done."
—
Violations of RSA 224 i 27 II and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire
are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail and you
are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted many towns in
wildland fire suppression during 1990, including a 262 acre fire in Moultonboro and
several fires in Hooksett.
In 1990, the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands trained 844 local Wardens
and Deputy Wardens in the Incident Command System (ICS), an Incident management
system for all types of emergencies. In 1991, Wardens will be trained in the use
of Class A foam in wildfire suppression.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please contact
your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or the Division of Forests and
Lands at 271-2217.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1990

















Land Manayenient ((i03) 271-345(1
Information & PlMnniny- (()(«) 271-3457
TTY/TDD 1 -800-992-33 12 or 225-4033
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MAX COHEN MEMORIAL GROVE









5 Picnic tables 550.00
Ring 32.05









First Aid (X2) 36.37





Swimming Lessons cards,etc 310.66
Shirts, suit 82.80
October Fve 74.98
Total Expenses 1 1,314.36
Balance 12/31/90 2,714.61
Summary:
1) Equipment: Our biggest expense this year was a raft and new tables.
All are one time buys and add a great deal to the Grove.
2) Future Plans: A new lifeguard stand, phone, electricity, and lockers (for
employees) in beach shed. A permanent reslroom and concession stand.
We are now looking for a full time manager to maintain Grove area (ie:
trash run, toilets, right-of-way maintainance, etc.).




















hnprovemenls 2969.00 2000.00 1530.00
Misc. 0.00 500.00 <S79.7()








1) Maintenanee: lime, seed, loam, lertili/er, elcetrieily, portable toilets,
grading parking lot , and repairs to park equipment and slruetures.
2) Park Improvements: underground water, phone and eleelrie lines
installed, inereased teneing
3) Miseellaneous: Keys and loeks, also this year the reereation
eommissit)n gave money to the Brookline Jr. Baseball program to help
get the new instruetional league olT the ground. The eommission also
gave a small contribution to the Brookline Basketball League.
4) Plans for 1991 - Park Improvements
A) installation of water bubbler
F3) Protection fencing for the Babe Ruth field
C) Little Ivcague Team Benches
5) Future Goals: Preliminary steps taken in 1990 (ie: underground
water/electric) are in our hopes to continue towards the construction of
permanent restroom/concession facilities.
Other goals include dugouts, water, and electricity to the Babe Ruth field,
and a Irrigation System.
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SOUHEGAN REGIONAL LANDFILL RECYCLING REPORT
The Landfill District, comprising the towns of Amherst,
Brookline, Hollis and Mont Vernon began an active voluntary
recycling program on June 10, 1989.
Recycling guides were distributed and made available to all
the townspeople. The guides contained the proper procedures
to follow on how to and what to recycle. All the schools in
the four towns received the A. V. R. Teacher's Resource Guide
for Solid Waste & Recycling Education from grades K-12. The
Association of Vermont Recyclers' material was used as a
start, as New Hampshire did not have a curriculum ready at
this time. New Hampshire Recycling Education for grades K-6,
"Trash Today, Treasure Tomorrow" was distributed to all the
schools in the State in September 1990.
The contractor chosen by the Commission to collect, sort and
market the recyclables was New England CRInc. of Billerica,
HA. for a period of 18 months. A co-mingling approach seemed
the easiest and quickest way to go. Co-mingling being: all
glass, plastic and metal food containers placed in one bin
with no sorting needed. Newspapers, brown paper bags,
computer print paper and corrugated cardboard were also in
the recycling package. The major thrust at this time was to
save space and the life of the existing Landfill in Amherst.
The S. R. L. D. Commission and Department of Environmental
Services of NH strongly felt that the escalating costs and
future hazardous problems at the site, warranted closing as
soon as possible. Dumping was halted in mid 1989. Closure
plans are being finalized and we have now become the Amherst
Recycling & Transfer Station. The recycling center is
located at the top of the hill with green bins and signs as
to what containers to deposit your recyclables. The center
also accepts used tires and motor oil; car batteries; metal
wastes; white goods (refrigerators, etc. ) and a compost pile
for leaves and grass cuttings.
The brown trash compactors are located at the bottom of the
hill and are hauled to Penacook, NH incinerator. Upon
completion of the closure, the recycling bins will be
relocated near the entrance to make it most convenient for
all citizens to actively participate.
Recycling makes good sense, as it reduces the amount of trash
to be buried or burned. Recycling conserves resources by
returning valuable materials to industries which can reuse
them rather than throwing them away. Those weighty trash
bins have costly tipping fees attached to them.
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The economics of recycling is getting better all the time.
We are not recycling unless we close the loop by buying
recycled products. Supply must equal the demand. By
practicing the 4 R's, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Reject
overpackaged, single use and disposable goods, we can mange
the huge solid waste issues facing us.
At the present time, the District is hauling the OCC
(corrugated cardboard) to the Container Corp. on lOlA in
Nashua. The newspapers are being hauled to the Knox Dairy
Farm in Weare, to be used for animal bedding. The co-
mingles, as in the case of the metals, they can be used again
and again for either food or nonfood items. Plastics are
made into a variety of materials, fiberfill for jackets,
sleeping bags, etc. , insulation, plastic piping too numerous
to list. Glass reduced to cullet can be reused in glass
products or in highway construction. Recyclables take less
energy to process as compared to mining and or using virgin
material.
The District has recycled 950 tons this year. Future plans
are to first increase participation, through education.
Second to hopefully start a collection of waste paper and
paper board, our largest percentage of waste. "Think
recycling - don't waste the 90 ' s ! "
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Mi I ford Area Communications Center
The final figures have not Been taDulated for 1990,
however it Is anticipated that the Milford Area
Cofmun lea t ions Center will finish the year well within
budget. The 1991 budget has decreased by 2.02X
The Milford Area Corrmuni cat l ons Center employs six full time
dispatchers along with several part time dispatchers. Most
of the dispatchers ha\/e gone through extensive training,
including, but not limited to. Emergency Medical
Dispatching, a Public safety Dispatcher Certification Program
and Fire Service Dispatching.
The Center has Installed a new computer system. Which
allows Dispatchers to maintain logs and access to necessary
information for the operations of the center. A state Police
On-L I ne Terminal System (S.P.O.T.S.) was also installed in
the center that allows us access into a nation wide computer
system. In addition, a "voting system" was installed at the
end of the year which receives signals from multiple antenna
locations, compares the quality of the signals, then selects
the strongest to come through to the console. Thus enhancing
our reception greatly.
We here at the center look forward to another year of
service to all the area departments and the residents of the
Six area towns.
On a personal note As I enter into my third year as
Director of communications, i would lil<e to close this report
with my own heartfelt thanks to all of you for your continued
support; and, I look forward to serving you in 1991.
Respectfully Submitted
Michael E. Putnam, 5r
,
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SCHOOL WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
POLLS OPEN AT 10:00 AM - WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 7:30 PM
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Brookline
qualified to vote in District affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE BROOKLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN
SAID DISTRICT ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH, 1991, AT TEN O'CLOCK IN THE
MORNING, TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose two (2) Auditors for the ensuing year.
5. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID BROOKLINE THIS TWENTY-FOURTH
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BROOKLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Brookline in
the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote
in District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE BROOKLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN
SAID DISTRICT ON THURSDAY, THE SEVENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1991 AT 7:30
O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING, TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board
to make application for and accept on behalf of the District
any or all grants or funds for educational purposes which may
now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United States
Government or from the State of New Hampshire, or from any
other sources.
2. To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purpose of implementing energy conservation measures in
the elementary school.
3. To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate
to fund the increase in cost items relative to professional
staff salaries and fringe benefits for the 1991-92 school year
which resulted from good faith negotiations with the
professional staff, and which represents the negotiated
increase over last year's salaries and fringe benefits.
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
5. To transact any other business which may legally come before
said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID BROOKLINE ON THIS TWENTY-FOURTH
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BROOKLINE SPECIAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
February 12, 1990
The Brookline Special School District meeting was held on Monday,
February 12, 1990 at the Brookline Elementary School. Surrogate
Moderator Richard Maghakian opened the meeting at 7:36 P.M. with the
reading of the warrant:
Shall the Brookline School District accept the provisions of RSA
195 (as amended) providing for the establishment of a cooperative
school district, together with the Hollis School District in
accordance with the provisions of the proposed Articles of
Agreement filed with the School District Clerk, and by said vote,
dissolve the current AREA agreement with the Hollis School
District as of July 1, 1991.
Alan Haight and Dotty Haight moved and seconded that the Brookline
School District accept the provisions of RSA 195 (as amended)
providing for the establishment of a cooperative school district,
together with the Hollis School District, in accordance with
provisions of the proposed Articles of Agreement filed with the School
District Clerk, and by said vote, dissolve the current AREA agreement
with the Hollis School District as of July 1, 1991.
Moderator Thomas Arnold, Jr. opened the meeting to questions and
discussions. Residents of Brookline noted poll of Jr. and Sr. High
students overwhelmingly support a Co-op with Hollis. Questions
regarding long term commitments were raised, particularly if a bond to
build is eventually recommended.
A presentation was made by the Brookline School Board pertaining to
the Report and Proposed Articles of Agreement for the Hollis/Brook line
Cooperative School District and Brookline Middle School Feasibility
Study (copies appended to these minutes) . Questions and comments by
Brookline residents followed including a possible abatement credit
program and comparisons of a 3 town vs. a 2 town co-op, particularly
as relates to core capacity, procedure for Brookline to annex to
Amherst-Mont Vernon, costs and possible alternatives.
A motion to end discussion and vote on warrant as presented was made.
Residents of Brookline moved and supported this motion.
Moderator Arnold requested a hand vote to allow the main motion that
Brookline School District accept the provisions of RSA 195 (as
amended) providing for the establishment of a cooperative school
district, together with the Hollis School District, in accordance with
the provisions of the proposed Articles of Agreement filed with the
School District Clerk, and by said vote dissolve the current AREA
agreement with the Hollis School District as of July 1, 1991 be put to
ballot. A majority was in the affirmative.
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At 8:52 P.M. voting by printed ballot began. The polls were closed at
9:29 P.M., and ballots were counted by the Supervisors of the
Checklist. 209 registered Brookline residents voted. Moderator
Arnold announced that the Brookline residents had accepted the
provisions of RSA 195 (as amended) providing for the establishment of
a cooperative school district, together with the Hollis School
District, in accordance with the provisions of the proposed Articles
of Agreement filed with the School District Clerk, and by said vote
dissolve the AREA agreement with the Hollis School District as of July
1, 1991. He announced the vote: 150 voted "Yes" and 59 voted "No".
Moderator Arnold requested that the meeting be adjourned. Alan
Fessenden moved with Richard Maghakian seconding this motion. At 9:41
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BROOKLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING
8:00 P.M.
MARCH 8, 1990
The Brookline Annual School District Meeting was held on Thursday,
March 8, 1990 at the Brookline Elementary School. Moderator Thomas
Arnold, Jr. opened the meeting with the reading of the warrant.
1. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to
make application for and accept on behalf of the District any or
all grants or funds for educational purposes which may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government or from
the State of New Hampshire, or from any other sources.
Miriam Jepson moved that the Brookline School Board be authorized
to make application for and accept on behalf of the District any
or all grants or funds for educational purposes which may now or
hereafter be forthcoming from the United States Government or from
the State of New Hampshire, or from any other sources. The motion
was seconded by Richard Maghakian and the voice vote was in the
affirmative.
2. To see whether the District will vote to indemnify and save
harmless from loss or damage any person employed by the School
District and any member or officer of its governing board or
administrative staff from personal financial loss and expense,
including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, arising out of
any claim, demand, suit, or judgment by reason of negligence or
other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental
damage to or destruction of property in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 31:105.
This motion was moved and seconded by Marcia Farwell and Pat
Malenfant, respectively. Paul Konig moved to add words "in
connection with school functions" and was seconded by George Gray.
A voice vote was in the affirmative to amend the main motion as
follows:
To see whether the District will vote to indemnify and save
harmless from loss or damage any person employed by the School
District and any member or officer of its governing board or
administrative staff from personal financial loss and expense,
including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any arising out of
any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of negligence or
other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or accidental
damage to or destruction of property in connection with School
District functions in accordance with the provisions of RSA
31:105.
The main motion was accepted by a voice vote in the affirmative.
3. To see if the District will vote, pursuant to the provisions of
RSA 195 A:14 III, to withdraw from the Brookline-Hollis Authorized
Regional Area Plan, effective opening day of the 1991-92 school
year.
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Pat Malenfant moved that this article be passed over with Nancy
Brodeur seconding. Voice vote was in the affirmative.
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote or raise and
appropriate for the purchase of property{s) and/or for a down
payment toward the purchase of property(s) for a school site in
the school district; and to determine whether such appropriations
shall be raised by the issuance and sale of serial notes or bonds
upon the credit of the Brookline School District in accordance
with the provisions of New Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated,
Chapter 33, as Amended; and to authorize the Brookline School
Board to obtain State, Federal, and any other aid which may be
available; and to authorize the Brookline School Board to
determine the time and place of payment of principal and interest,
fixing the rate of interest thereon, the provisions for the sale
of notes and/or bonds and all other matters in connection
therewith; and to take any other action relative thereto.
Basil Harris moved that action on this article be deferred until
after Article 7 and was seconded by B. Dennehy. Voice vote was in
the affirmative.
5. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the purpose of architectural planning for the
schools to be accomplished in the 1990-91 school year.
Basil Harris moved that this article be passed over and was
seconded by Alan Fessenden. Hand vote was in the affirmative.
6. We the residents of the Brookline School District find the State
of New Hampshire to be negligent in the funding of Public
Education, thus creating an undue burden on the local property
taxpayers. We demand that the State of New Hampshire Legislature
begin in earnest to study methods for substantially increasing
State aid to education.
Basil Harris moved that the resolution expressed in Article 6 be
approved, and forwarded to th New Hampshire State Legislature and
was seconded by George Gray. Discussion followed with comments
made re: implications. The motion carried via a hand vote of 72
to 22.
7. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Basil Harris moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of Two Million Eight Hundred Twenty-Three Thousand Seven Hundred
and Sixty-Four Dollars for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations oE the District. Pat Malenfant
seconded this motion.
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Questions and comments followed. Basil Harris presented a summary
of the budget process, comparison costs, outline of debt service
and highlights from handout. Additional comments and questions
followed with participant Nancy Brodeur proposing to reduce the
total amount by Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) and outlining
the specific cuts according to accounts. Arthur Belair supported.
Discussion followed re: % of salary increases, what a budget
decrease may affect, class size, tuition costs to Hollis Jr./Sr.
High Schools and quality of education. Nancy Quick moved and Mr.
Kerouac suppofted that discussion be terminated. Voice vote was
in the affirmative to vote on reduction of the proposed budget by
$30,000 amendment to the main motion.
A hand vote carried 67 to 38 to amend the main motion by
substituting Two Million Seven Hundred Ninety-Three Thousand Seven
Hundred Sixty-Four Dollars with the previously proposed Two
Million Eight Hundred Twenty-Three Thousand Seven Hundred and
Sixty-Four Dollars school budget. Additional comments were made
with a hand vote in the affirmative requesting a vote on the main
motion that the District raise and appropriate Two Million Seven
Hundred Ninety-Three Thousand Seven Hundred and Sixty-Four Dollars
for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School
District Officers and Agents, and for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District.
The motion was defeated 54 to 51.
Betty Hall motioned to reduce the proposed budget by Fifty
Thousand ($50,000) Dollars. Esther Brown seconded. Alan
Fessenden requested a motion to vote on the amendment with Arthur
Belair seconding. Hand vote was in the affirmative. Pat
Malenfant requested a written ballot vote. Polls opened at 9:52
to vote on reducing the proposed budget by Fifty Thousand Dollars.
Polls closed at 10:18 P.M. Moderator Arnold announced a ballot
vote in the affirmative to authorize the District to raise and
appropriate the sum of 2,773,764 Dollars for the support of
schools, for the payment of salaries of School District Officers
and Agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District by a margin of 72 to 44.
Warrant Article 4 was read by Moderator Arnold.
Basil Harris moved that the District raise and appropriate the sum
of Five Thousand Dollars for a down payment toward the purchase of
property for a school site in the school district, that the sum be
added to the 1990-91 School District Budget. Judy Bennett
seconded this motion.
Discussion followed re: rationale and long term planning. Betty
Hall motioned that the words "option to buy" be substituted for
down payment. Alan Fessenden seconded. A hand vote was in the
affirmative to vote on amending the motion in order for the
District to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars
for an "option to buy" toward the purchase of property for a
school site in the school district, that the sum be added to the
1990-91 School District budget. A hand vote was in the
affirmative to Approve this Warrant Article as reworded.
To transact any other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
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There being no other business to come before the meeting, a
citizen moved that the meeting be adjourned and was seconded by
Patricia Malenfant. Voice vote was in the affirmative with
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This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from the official records and is complete and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief. The accounts are kept in accordance
with Section 17 of Chapter 71-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated and
regulation Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Education
Agencies on file with the Administrative Procedures Act, and upon
forms prescribed by the Department of Revenue Administration.




Philip J. Dahlinger, Superintendent
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE BROOKLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
For the Fiscal Year ending June 30, 1990
ALL FUNDS
Cash on Hand, July 1, 1989 $ 124,548.58
TOTAL available for Fiscal Year 2,719,487.15
Less School Board Orders Paid 2,585,371. 47




This is to certify that I examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements, and other financial records of the treasurer of the School
District of Brookline, New Hampshire, of which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1990, and find them
correct in all respects.
Robert Petersen
School District Auditor
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BROOKLINE SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENERAL FUND RECEIPTS
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BROOKLINE ENROLLMENT
TOTAL CLASS ENROLLMENT ANTICIPATED ENROLLMENT*
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SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT
(Brookline)
This 1990 Report includes information regarding the events and
activities in which I have been involved.
Budgeting - Each year I initiate the processes that lead to the
budgets that are voted upon in March at the Annual School District
Meetings. By January we have developed preliminary budgets that are
reviewed by the Finance Committee in Brookline, the Budget Committee in
Mollis, and the Advisory Finance Committee of the Hollis/Brookline
Cooperative School District. Public hearings are held prior to the March
meetings.
In Brookline a School District Budget of $2,778,764 was approved by
the voters on March 8, 1989. On March 19, 1989, a Mollis School District
budget of $7,992,477 was approved by the voters. On May 23, 1990, the
voters of the newly formed Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District
approved a budget of $19,370.
The 1991-92 School Administrative Unit #41 budget, in the amount
of $321 ,057 was approved by the SAU #41 School Board on December 1 1
,
1990.
Cooperative School District Activities - On February 12, 1990,
the Articles of Agreement for the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School
District were approved in both towns. On May 23, 1990, School Board
members were elected and the Organizational Meeting was held. On June
6, 1990, the Cooperative School Board held its first official meeting.
During the course of the 1990-91 school year, the Cooperative
School Board has been working on establishing policies and procedures
which will take effect on the date of operating responsibility - July 1,
1991.
The addition of this new district has dramatically increased the
workload in the SAU office. Numerous meetings, both of the Board and its
committees, plus the tasks involved in separating the Cooperative School
District budget from the Brookline and Mollis budgets and building a new
budget have added to everyone's activities.
Curriculum Renewal Process - Our SAU #41 Curriculum Renewal
Process calls for an examination of specified subject areas each year. To
date we have concluded committee reviews in Business Education, Health,
Home Economics, Mathematics, and Music. Pending are reviews in Art and
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Physical Education. During the 1990-91 school year areas to be reviewed
include Computer Education, Library/Media, and Industrial Arts.
Evaluation Procedures for Administrative Staff- During the
1989-90 school year, the SAU #41 School Board appointed a committee to
examine evaluation procedures for administrators. The committee has not
yet completed its task.
Labor Relations - The Brookline School Board began negotiating its
very first collective bargaining agreement with the Brookline Teachers'
Association in October, 1990. Contract language, salaries, and fringe
benefits were all items being discussed in the negotiating sessions which
had reached Impasse in January, 1991.
In December, 1990, the Mollis School Board and the Mollis Education
Association reached settlement on negotiations over salaries and fringe
benefits for the 1990-91 and 1991-92 school years. The 1990-91
settlement was limited by the amount ($214,425) approved by the voters
at the 1989 Annual School District Meeting.
Earlier in the fall, the Mollis School Board and the Mollis Education
Support Staff Association achieved a similar settlement which was based
on the $49,000 authorized by the voters at the 1989 Annual School
District Meeting.
Building Problems at the Brookline Elementary School -
Since the completion of the 1988 addition at the school we have been
experiencing problems with the entire roof, and with portions of the
heating and ventilation system. The Brookline School Board has filed a
suit against the parties involved in the construction project. Preparing
for the suit has taken an enormous amount of time and effort. At this
time it is impossible to predict when the case might be settled.
Business Administrator and Special Education Director-
A series of interviews and reference checks resulted in the employment of
Ron Chapman as the new Business Administrator on July 9, 1990, and Mary
Anne, Byrne as the new Special Education Director on August 6, 1990. Ron
Chapman replaced Ernest Muserallo, who had resigned in March, 1990.
Mary Anne Byrne replaced Sharon Reinig, who became the Assistant
Principal at Mollis Elementary School.
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School Improvement Program at Hollis AREA High School-
On July 1, 1990, year two of the three year involvement of Hollis AREA
High School with the NH Alliance for Effective Schools began. The School
Improvement Program (SIP) Team holds several meetings per month, and is
assisting the school in fostering improvement in areas identified as
needing attention.
School Board Policies. New and Amended -
The Brookline School Board appointed a Policy Committee which has
been reviewing all of the existing Board policies, amending and/or
deleting some, and writing new policies for eventual Board approval.
In Hollis, considerable time has been spent writing, amending, and
approving policies such as attendance regulations at Hollis AREA High
School; Equal Opportunity Employment (for all districts); job descriptions
for Principals, and Drug-Free Workplace Policies (for all districts).
The Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School Board appointed a Polioy
Committee which has been preparing new policies for the new district.
My major Goal for the 1990-91 school year continues to be the
orderly transition of the new Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District
from a district with no employees and/or schools (in 1990-91), to a
district fully responsible for the secondary schools as of July 1, 1991.
For their understanding, support, and assistance during the past
school year, I wish to thank the members of the Brookline, Hollis, and
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School Boards, the Building Principals and
Assistant Principals, members of the SAU #41 Staff, the individual school
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SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECTOR'S REPORT
BROOKLINE ANNUAL REPORT
Following the mandates of Public Law 94-142 and the New Hampshire
Standards Eor the Education of Handicapped Students, School
Administrative Unit (SAU) #41 provides special education programs and
related services to meet the unique needs of educationally handicapped
students in the Brookline School District. Both the Federal and State
Laws guarantee a "free, appropriate public education" to all students
ages 3-21. Whenever possible, we are committed to meeting the needs
of students through in-district programs, so that we also meet the
requirement of providing special education programs in the "least
restrictive environment".
1990 has been a productive, successful year for the Special Education
Department. All district-wide special education programs have been
approved by the Department of Education, Bureau of Special Education,
until June 30, 1993, as a result of the successful On-Site Review in
February, 1990.
The On-site Report cited the following commendations specific to
Brookline Elementary School: Well organized, smooth running resource
room program; good record-keeping and monitoring of programs; strong
administrative support; caring, positive personnel; close cooperation
between resource room, related services and the classrooms; and
admirably effective mai nstreaming.
Commendations for the Hollis Junior High School and Hollis Area High
School special education programs included: Congenial, flexible,
caring, enthusiastic staff; excellent administrative support;
excellent integration/participation within regular education programs;
great teacher/pupil rapport; well-organized files and good
implementation of forms.
SAU #41-wide commendations noted the improvement of cost-efficiency in
special education and the implementation of policies and procedures
that have been put in place as a result of the addition of the
position of Director of Special Education since the last On-site
Review.
Procedural and policy revisions that were called for as a result of
the On-site Review were filed with the State Department in October,
1990. The Local Special Education Plan was revised, approved by the
School Boards and submitted to the New Hampshire Department of
Education, Bureau of Special Education in November, 1990. This Plan
received New Hampshire Department of Education approval in December,
1990.
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In August, 1990 Mary Anne Byrne was nominated as Director of Special
Education to replace Sharon Reinig. Ms. Reinig has continued to
provide technical assistance and support to the Special Education
Department and the new director in her current position as Assistant
Principal at Hollis Elementary School. The transition to a new
director went smoothly and the Special Education Department continues
to work cooperatively to provide consistency among programs.
The Special Education Department goals for the year included:
increased collaboration between regular education and special
education personnel, continued improvement in the quality of special
education service delivery and determination of departmental needs for
future staff training. Through monthly special education staff
meetings, regularly scheduled special education staff meetings,
in-service training sessions and special education committee work,
staff members have assisted in revising policies and procedures and
have received training in their implementation. Dedicated special
education staff members continue to enhance our team process and
network and collaborate department-wide.
Special Needs students from the Brookline are provided with a
continuum of services and placements within SAU programs. Brookline
currently has a total of 51 students identified as educationally
handicapped following the SAU #41 Team Process of Referral,
Evaluation, and Placement.
At the Brookline Elementary School, a total of 20 students are being
served within the Resource Room program as specified in each child's
Individual Education Plan. This special education program is
supported by additional services as required, i.e.. Speech and
Language Therapy, Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy,
Psychotherapy.
At the Hollis .Junior High School, two programs are available to meet
the needs of educationally handicapped students. The Resource Room
program provides academic support services and related services for a
total of 28 students, including 9 from Brookline while the Special
Needs Intermediate Class at Hollis Junior High provides a
cost-effective in-district program for students requiring a more
intensive learning environment.
At Hollis AREA High School, Brookline students are served within the
Resource Room program or within an alternative Special Needs
Self-contained program for students requiring a more intensive
environment. The Resource Room provides academic support services for
a total of 49 students, including 11 from Brookline and the
Pre-Vocat iona 1 program serves a total of 15 students, of which 5 are
from Brookline. Both programs offer excellent academic support and
alternative classes to meet the needs of educationally handicapped
students within the building.
In addition to in-district programs, the Special Education Department
also monitors the programs for 6 Brookline students who require
programs outside the district. A long-term goal for each student is
to be educated in the least restrictive environment, and whenever
feasible, to return to appropriate in-district programs.
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To meet the requirement of early identification of preschool students,
Brookline will be participating once again in the SAU #41 Child Check
Screening this spring. The purpose of the screening is to identify
and monitor potentially handicapped preschool students, and to
identify and provide services to those determined to be educationally
handicapped.
The Special Education Budget reflects all costs for in-district
programs and materials, out-of -district tuitions, and transportation,
evaluation and placement services, related service costs and salaries
for teaching staff. To help offset the costs for ou t-of-di strict
tuitions, the district is expected to receive Catastrophic Aid funding
from the State of New Hampshire. Brookline will receive federal funds
to help offset School District expenses for psychological and
educational evaluations. An important goal of the Special Education




Director of Special Education
School Administrative Unit #41
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HOLLIS/BROOKLIMfi COOPERATIV/R SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL OFFICERS
Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School Board
1990-91














Mr. Philip J. Dahlinger
Mr. Ronald C. Chapman










Appointed by school board to fill terms vacated by Laurie Harris
and Wayne Galusha.
**Resigned, January 31, 1991
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SCHOOL WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
Polls Open at 7:00 AM - Will Not Close Before 7:00 PM (HOLLIS)
Polls Open at 10:00 AM - Will Not Close Before 7:30 PM (BROOKLINE)
To the inhabitants of the Hollis/Brookline Cooperative School District in
the Towns of Hollis and Brookline qualified to vote in District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE FIRE STATION (Hollis) and BROOKLINR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (Brookline) IN SAID DISTRICT ON THE TWELFTH DAY OF MARCH,
1991, AT SEVEN O'CLOCK and TEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING, RESPECTIVELY, TO ACT
UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year (from either town).
2. To choose two School District Auditors one each for one year
(from either town).
3. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing
three years (from Hollis)
.
4. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing one
year (from Hollis).
5. To choose one member of the School Board for the ensuing one
year (from Brookline).
Given under our hands and seals at said Hollis, New Hampshire on this






Thomas Jay Leonard, III
SCHOOL BOARD
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Towns of Hollis and
Brookline in the County of Hillsborough, State of New Hampshire, qualified
to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE WALTERS' AUDITORIUM IN SAID DISTRICT
ON MONDAY, THE EIGHTEENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1991, AT 7:30 O'CLOCK IN THE
EVENING TO ACT UPON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
1. To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
structural repairs and life safety modifications of the White
Building at Ho 1 1 i s-Br ook line High School; and to determine whether
such appropriations shall be raised by the issuance and sale of
serial notes or bonds upon the credit of the Ho 1 1 i s/Br ook li ne
Cooperative School District in accordance with the provisions of New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, Chapter 33, as Amended; and to
authorize the Holli s/Brook li ne Cooperative School Board to obtain
State, Federal, and any other aid which may be available; and to
authorize the Holli s/Brookline Cooperative School Board to determine
the time and place of payment of principal and interest, fixing the
rate of interest thereon, the provisions for the sale of notes
and/or bonds and all other matters in connection therewith; and to
take any other action relative thereto.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
4. To see if the District will authorize the School Board to make
application for and receive in the name of the District such
advances, grants and aids, or other funds for educational
purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcoming from the United
States Government, or from the State of New Hampshire, or from any
other state or private agency, and to expend the same in accordance
with RSA 198:20b.
5. To see what sum the District will vote to raise and appropriate for
site investigation, architectural and engineering fees, and land
acquisition for a new high school building site.
6. To see if the Hollis/Brook line Cooperative School District will vote
to adopt the provisions of the Muncipal Budget Law, as provided in
RSA 195-12-a.
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7. To see if the District will vote to indemnify and save harmless from
loss or damage any person employed by the School District and any
member or officer of its governing board or administrative staff
from personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal
fees and costs, if any, arising out of any claim, demand, suit, or
judgment by reason of negligence or other act resulting in
accidental injury to a person or accidental damage to or destruction
of property in connection with school district functions, in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 31:105.
8. To see if the District will vote to extend to support staff
employees of the school district the benefits of the New
Hampshire State Retirement System.
9. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment of
salaries and benefits for the School District officials,
employees, and agents, for capital improvements, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the District.
10. To transact any other business which may legally come before
said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals at said Mollis, New Hampshire on this






Thomas Jay Leonard, III
SCHOOL BOARD
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
May 23, 1990
The Hollis/Brookllne Cooperative School District's Organizational Meeting
was held on Wednesday, May 23, 1990, at the Mollis AREA High School.
Present were:





Philip J. Dahlinger, Superintendent of Schools
The meeting was called to order at 6:45 a.m. by AREA School Plan Review
Board Chairperson Nanci Mitchell who, after welcoming those in
attendance, read the Warrant which had been posted at the Mollis AREA
High School. Chairperson Mitchell asked for nominations from the floor
for the position of Temporary Moderator. Thomas Arnold and James
Belanger were nominated. Chairperson Mitchell declared the balloting
open. Those citizens who were present were checked off on the voter
checklists from each town, and issued paper ballots, with instructions to
write either Thomas Arnold or James Belanger on the ballot. Completed
ballots were deposited in the ballot box under the supervision of the
Chairperson.
At the conclusion of the balloting, Chairperson Mitchell asked if there
were any voters present who had not voted. There being no response, the
balloting was declared closed, and the ballots counted by Nanci Mitchell
and Philip Dahlinger. Nanci Mitchell announced the results as follows;
Thomas Arnold: 11
James Belanger: 4
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Chairperson Mitchell declared Thomas Arnold elected as Temporary
Moderator.
Nominations for Temporary Clerk were then requested by Mrs. Mitchell.
Wendy Enright was nominated. There being no other nominations, it was
moved by Thomas Arnold and seconded by Susan Durham that the
Chairperson be directed to cast a unanimous ballot for Wendy Enright as
the Temporary Moderator. The vote was called for and the motion was
approved unanimously. Nanci Mitchell declared Wendy Enright elected as
Temporary Clerk.
James Belanger, Justice of the Peace, then administered the Oath of
Office of Temporary Moderator to Thomas Arnold. Thomas Arnold,
Temporary Moderator, then appointed Gerald Hornik as Assistant
Temporary Moderator and administered the Oath of Office of Assistant
Temporary Moderator to Gerald Hornik.
At 7:08 a.m. Chairperson Mitchell thanked those in attendance for coming,
and announced that the Organizational Meeting was recessed, reminding
everyone that the polls had opened at 7:00 a.m. in Mollis and would be open
at 10:00 a.m. in Brookline, as posted. She added that following the close
of the polls, the meeting would reconvene at the high school at 7:30 p.m.
to consider the remaining Articles on the Warrant.
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HOLLIS/BROOKLINE COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
May 23, 1990
The Ho Hi s/Br ook 1 i ne Cooperative School District Organizational
meeting was reconvened at 7:40 p.m., May 23, 1990 at Hollis Area High
School. The meeting was called to order by the Temporary Moderator
Thomas Arnold who briefly explained the proceedings of the previous
part of the meeting that took place early in the day. He then
introduced those present: Hanoi Mitchell, Roxanne Gross, Basil
Harris, Anita Walker and Judy Bennett, Supt. Phil Dahlinger and
Temporary Clerk, Wendy Enright.
ARTICLE 3: Basil Harris of Brookline moved that the reports from the
Area School Plan Review Board be accepted as printed in the Report
prepared for February 12, 1990, Cooperative School District vote.
Seconded by Mike Harris of Hollis. No discussion. Motion carried by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 4: Judy Bennett of Brookline moved that two auditors be
elected at large at the School District Elections in March, 1991, for
a one year term, whose responsibility it will be to audit the School
District accounts for the 1990-91 school year. Motion seconded by
Mike Harris of Hollis. Discussion followed.
Jim Belanger of Hollis asked why auditors would be elected. Judy
Bennett responded that the review board felt that it was not worth the
expense to hire an auditor for a budget of only $19,000. However, the
school district may opt to include money in the 1991-92 budget to hire
a CPA firm to review the budget when it increases to the size of a
normal school budget.
Wayne Gelusha of Hillside Drive, Hollis, proposed an amendment
stating that the auditors "serve until July 1991" rather than for one
year. This was seconded by Jim Seager of Hollis. Discussion followed
with various opinions on how effective it would be to cut the auditors
term short of the one year time span. Gene Sidore moved the question.
Motion passed by teller card vote. The proposed amendment was
defeated by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5: Nanci Mitchell moved that the District raise and
appropriate $19,370 for the purpose of paying the operational expense
of the District and any statutory costs for the period ending June 30,
1991. Motion seconded by Roxanne Gross of Hollis. Nanci Mitchell
explained that the $19,370 is for the year 1990-91 which is the year
prior to actual operation of the Coop but it would fund the planning
stages for the new Cooperative School Board. Hollis taxes would
provide $14,150 of the figure and Brookline $5,220 with a tax impact
of 3 cents/thousand dollars for both towns.
Discussion followed on Line 15 of the budget which designates
$5,000 for a "consultant/negotiator". Ms. Mitchell explained that
this was included to provide latitude to a new school board with
little experience in the area of negotiations to seek professional
advice
.
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Marcia Farwell of Old Milford Road, Brookline, expressed concern
about the legality oC starting negotiations for the new Cooperative
before the teachers have been hired or formed a union. Ms. Mitchell
explained that this would be in an effort to make the transition from
the Area High School to the Cooperative as smooth as possible. In
Plymouth, NH teachers negotiated before they were hired or had formed
a union and this was approved by the PELRB Board (Public Employee
Labor Relations Board).
Mike Harris pointed out that line items 15 and 23 are needed if
only to attain legal advice for the proper wording of any contract and
counseling of a new school board unfamiliar with contract
negotiations.
Ben Bustinduy moved the question. Seconded by Jim Mitchell.
Motion passed by teller card vote.
Article 5 passed by teller card vote.
ARTICLE 6: Roxanne Gross moved that the district apply for, receive
and expend such grants or aid as may be available to the District from
Federal, State or local sources for use in carrying out the purposes
and objectives of the District. Seconded by Rebecca Spitz. Passed by
teller card vote.
ARTICLE 7: Roxanne Gross of Hollis moved that the Cooperative School
District vote to elect the School District Moderator, members of the
School Board, and all other school district elective officers by
separate ballot at the annual town meeting of each of the pre-existing
school districts, as allowed by RSA 671:22, said action to take effect
during the 1991 calendar year. Seconded by Anne Caldwell of Hollis.
Mike Harris asked if that meant that the first year term would
not be a full calendar year. He was told that, yes, it did mean that.
Jim Squires asked to amend the motion to read: "...Cooperative
School District vote to elect the School District Moderator..."
Moderator Arnold accepted the request to change the wording of the
motion. Michael Gross of Hollis moved the question. Seconded by Anne
Caldwell. The motion passed by voice vote.
Article 7 as amended passed by teller card vote.
ARTICLE 8: Roxanne Gross moved that the Cooperative District vote
that the Supervisors of the Checklist of each town, acting as
Supervisors of the Checklist fo the Cooperative School District, shall
make, correct and post in each pre-existing school district a
checklist of the voters in each pre-existing district, and shall
certify to the same, acting as Supervisors of the Checklist of the
Cooperative School District, and shall attend all future Cooperative
School District meetings in accordance with RSA 671:17. Seconded by
Gerry Hornik. Motion carried by voice vote.
ARTICLE 9: Phil Dahlinger moved that the District express thanks and
appreciation to the members of the Area School Plan Review Board who
spend countless hours in evening meetings to work out the details of
the Articles of Agreement, and to prepare the final report. Those
Boar d -member s are: Judy Bennett, Betty Desrosiers, and Basil Harris
from Brookline and Nanci Mitchell, Roxanne Gross and Anita Walker from
Hollis. Seconded by Mike Harris.
At this point Moderator Arnold explained that the ballots for the
School Board election would be counted and the results televised so
people could go home.
The meeting was recessed at 3:30 p.m. to count ballots.
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James Belanger 288 241 Hollis
47 Brookline
Joan Wheeler 356 276 Hollis
80 Brookline
Tie count between Dawson and Harris will be determined by a draw.
A motion to adjourn the meeting was made at 10:40 p.m. by Gerry Hornik
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Town Clerk/Tax Collector 673-8933
Selectmen's Office 673-8855
Planning Board 673-8855
Building Inspector 673-8925
